
higher we went the less people we found. August was very good and managed very well also beyond the landslide where I never ventured. Up in the Rifugio we ate a first dish and decided to go
back home instead of continuing. The way down was a bit hard though with the backpack full and the shortcuts we took. Once home August took a bath while I kept considering the barn here
and the lands for sale.

Yesterday was quite a day at first taking it easy, moving all the burning ashes from the neighbour's garden to Gianna's vegetable garden. Later I got August to help me washing the clothes at the
fountain. After eating some zucchini he was a bit paranoid since Gessica, the girl leaving opposite to us, was in the pool with two other guys. Luckily he got over it and we had a good deal of fun
at her birthday, singing and playing hide and seek. In the evening we ate out, in front of what can be one day my stable. I told the kids about my project and we looked for shooting stars.

Yesterday I woke up and wrote a small contract to sign with the Swiss man selling the land and the stable here. I then ate some eggs and rice with August before going to the Romanian pizza
place to fix him a unaccompanied minor ticket through the Internet. After that we drove up the Summano mountain and took a nice walk to the cross and then down the monk church where
August got to play the bells to announce the birth of a boy in the village below. It was nice walking on an older road back and up the fields joking with little August. Back in the contrada, while
August was bathing with the rest of the youth, I went on a solitary walk to check again the properties for sale. I did not like the forest, its asymmetric position, but did like the field in the little
saddle with the sunset settling right in it. At home I made a pasta and August went out with the girls to look at the stars.

Yesterday I woke up at a decent hour and go manage all my good healthy discipline including tai-chi. August also woke up and I took him to a town in the valley to have a good breakfast as well
as checking the Internet. While eating croissants I also had to answer a few mails like to Stina and Gary Wolf. Later we went off to the dige, walked all the way down only to find much less
water than the previous time. With ugust we kept on one side of it diving in. In the afternoon Myrthe gave me the news that the bank did not offer her any loan to buy the house. The question
then was whether to blow it all off or try again. Meantime August and I moved to the other side of the lake and kept swimming. He even land a small enflatable and kept in the middle of the lake
floating. Daniela also came down with Irene's parents and we later drove back to the contrada where August had dinner under the stars with her and Jessica, his secret love.

Yestrday I managed to write down a new contract to purchase the whole property of the Swiss man who seems to want to make a fortune although he already own properties everywhere. I then
got August up and we drove to Recoaro but on the way out of the car August hit his arm on the door and could not move it for hours. After an okay breakfast I decided  not to venture in the big
Carega mountain but take the sky lift. It was a bit oldish and I felt scared. On the way back we walked and I called Tony to figure that August got a nerve hit. At last he felt better and we ate a
pizza and an ice-cream down below before driving back to Santa Caterina. In the evening August hang out with the girls and one macho guy while I went back to the land I wish to purchase from
the Swiss man and there I planted the Edelweiss from which August got many seeds.

Today I was awake very early and updated my project. Ironically, while looking again at all the maps of the promised land I wish to buy to deposit my work, the earthquake struck and I soon
went outside thinking how futile all human constructions were but the felt reassured that at least these man built houses are strong. When August woke up we did a laundry and sat off for
mountain Enna. My thoughts were all in the land and he slowly also grew very impressed about the mountain particularly when we got on top of the observatory and down inside the beautiful
fort. On the way back we met Ellia, the skinny guy August age and now they are swimming together while I slept considering whether or not to call the Swiss man.

Yesterday night I finally got a price for the stable and the fields and I was happy among everyone in the contrada eating birds and polenta prepared by Dino. Today I woke up in the middle of the
night to update my project but I was rather afraid because of the storm. It took me some time to fall back asleep with August at my side. After waking up Cati invited us for some risotto at her
place and later I took him down to play with Elia. Walking back I have reviewed my possible properties, if the deal works out and got to talk to the old Rino about how to divide the stable among
us. Everyone seems to have a plan for me already and talks about big investments while I want to keep it simple, make a one big large space where to put all my photo panels just one third of the
size.

Today again I woke up way too early,updated my project and could not fall back asleep. I kept thinking about the stable I want to convert into my cathedral, a stone stable with a magnificent
view. I mean I kept thinking that half is anyway Rino's and I will have to persuade him to sell to me one day. Meantime I will keep up north earning I hope. As I could not sleep I went out to do
some tai-chi and the ate breakfast to sleep again only a little. At a convenient time I called the Swiss man to confirm the price. He seemed grumpy but luckily his sister was okay and kind to
agree things with me. August later was up to greet Gessica, his new love, leaving for Milan. In the back garden we also found an amazing carved stone which has most certainly hosted a god
before; one more reason to host a temple here. As August left to go and play with Elia I started opening up the landscape below my possible stable, cutting through Gianna's trees which she left
overgrown in one of her pastures, As an heavy rain started I spent the rest of the afternoon indoor.

Yesterday I woke up and started to prepare for our departure. I thus picked a box full of green tomatoes from our garden and threw the plants. Later a carpenter came to plan some better windows
for our shelter, just so to keep warmer in the winter. I also managed to go down to the notary and leave all the documents of the stable hoping that the deals goes through. August was with me
and we reached the other side of the Summano mountain to have a lunch with  He really liked to play with his cousin and we also took a walk in the rain by the river. Back home
it was cold and we played table games with Daniela before saying goodbye to all our small community.

Yesterday I woke up early in the contrada and left with little August to the airport. We ate breakfast there and then I prepared August to travel alone for the first time. It went quite smooth and it
was a little sad to see my little man going behind the security gate. From that moment on I drove a long time back to Vicenza, through the beautiful Trentino and then in the cold and too
mountany Austria before taking a first break in the too trafficked Germany. I drove and drove, feeling quite scared off the big up and downs of the German plateau with speedy cars flashing next
to me and Bulgarian trucks attempting anything to go faster. Luckily in the middle of the night, with some sleep in my eyes I reached Holland and found Myrthe waiting for me.

Yesterday it took me quite some time to get used to my new life, to my expanded cityscape now that I have no longer the contrada as my social boundary but Utrecht once again. I anyway took
some nice small walks with Myrthe mostly to park our van by her academy and to take her to the university where I spent my time writing back to the Hasselbald foundation concerning my
exhibition. For now it seems that I will have a base in the Netherlands where I will build a cube with the outcome of my project and still try to go for the alpine barn where to present the inputs,
paying attention to both my Apollonian and Dionysian side. 

Today I slept quite good, did a good update of my project, solved a few matters on the Internet including checking if I was eligible for a mortgage on my Swedish apartment. I then ate and sat off
to Culemborg to check our future house only to find that I am not eligible for any loan meaning there is no hope to keep up with the Italian project. I felt actually relieved in a way or in several
ways since I only have two feet, one in Sweden with August and one in the Netherlands with Myrthe. A third one would have complicated things and at least now I know I should go for an ark. I
therefore went to the back of the garden of our future house and found the right spot where to build it, al within the measurements I need. I even went to the very cute city center to eat an ice
cream and on the way back I bought the ring Myrthe liked from an antique shop. At home I put it inside her day cream. It is decided now I will be based here... 

Yesterday I was in Amsterdam. I was supposed to meet the artist Danielle to go to meet the people from the Mediamatic museum. She did not manage to come and I walked alone in the crowd of
tourist observing the regata. At first the people there where a bit upset but then visibly grew to appreciate and respect me based on my account of the exhibit I brought to San Francisco even
though there focus now is totally into urban gardening. They wanted me to meet again and prepare a proper exhibit but I did anyway walked to the other side of town to check for another venue. I
did a pit stop at a biological café to eat a sandwich and crossing the park where Myrthe and I spot an apartment where to live once, I got intimidated by a fat Maroccian who wanted my money.
Finally at the other venue I checked the possibility of exhibiting along this upcoming Quantified Self conference and took the train home thinking and rethinking on how to squeeze my project in
the garden of our house to be. At home Myrthe and I sat down and for now it seems I will go for the boat shape. 

Yesterday we went to Maastricht and I updated my project on the train. Once there we rented the biked to go to Ivo's place. The weather was nice but I was rather upset having read on the news
the amount of illegal immigrants entering everyday the continent. At Ivo's however I was happy to see all the relatives and Myrthe and I even managed to bike out to the hills. In the afternoon it
was Bik's birthday party and I ate many homemade cakes. I also played a lot with the kids and the adults were impressed about my energy and imagination although I felt not so powerful as back
in the mountains. I was happy however to talk to a professor getting good feedback about my project. I am more and more feeling that the Netherlands could indeed be the right place where to
deposit my Archive. I mean, at least here there seems to be the right culture to accept it. It is a nation with a youth and with plans and a future. In the evening then I stressed Cas to help me
understand how to get my building through. Later we ate a nice sushi but I was tired.

Yesterday we woke up in Maastricht at Ivo's place and I updated my project before eating breakfast with my new Dutch relatives. Soon later Myrthe and I went on a bike tour and discovered
some nice hills and a valley where we picked blackberries for a jam. On the way to the station we had some big tool boxes I got as a present to carry and it was nice to eat carrots and tomato
cream. Back home I made spaghetti and we watched an old Italian movie. 

Today I did not sleep so well and woke up a bit tired. After Myrthe left I updated my project and got a few e-mails about some exciting events coming up like book chapters I have to write,
presentations and exhibits. I then went to my park to do some gymnastic and was a bit puzzled on the way back, not knowing again where to deposit my archive, where I will live and so forth. I
prepared some lunch and Myrthe also joined me to then catch the train to see once again our possible future house in Culemborg. I say possible because there are problems to get the bank loan
going. Anyway it was a relieved getting out of Utrecht and the house in itself was quite a project. I did not loose hope though and even managed to fix a blocked drainage on the roof. 

Today I woke up quite early and felt rather confused since Cas yesterday night dissuaded me from building my case study. I then started thinking of Italy again but that would imply a lot of
sacrifices and uncertainties therefore after going to the main library to write a book chapter for an important editor, I decided to keep up my concrete thoughts and pursue my idea, too
courageously big (the back of the back garden will be filled) and at the same time too small (the images will be microscopic).At lunch I bought some good food and went home to cook it also for
Myrthe who in the meantime got some good hints about getting the loan. In the afternoon we took a walk together to the ice cream place and spent the rest in the library working.  

Today the weather was gray and I spent most of my time in the library working on a book chapter, getting free of all the academic dogmas. At lunch I went home to eat my lenti soup and then
back in the library, progressing with the article but also carefully considering how to build my vessel, particularly without a permission. After a long investigation I went back to my ferrocement
idea, really a basket, a tebah. Tonight I will be home alone and I will probably keep up in that direction.

Today I was thrilled and went out to buy things to learn how to weld as well as doing small commissions for Myrthe. I then tested my welding once again on Myrthe's bike and ate the rest of the
soup before going to the library to keep up writing my article and looking into ferrocement techniques for my project. I also called Danielle, the artist from Breda, to discuss a possible exhibit
together and talked to Liselott about renting her apartment.

Today I felt really weird in my heart. I am in this new land starting a new life but felt indeed quite frustrated particularly not knowing what to do with my Italian mirage, the apartment I bought
and the land I wanted to buy. Yesterday night at a party of Myrthe#s colleague people were nice and educated. At least the culture is more refined here. I felt rather frustrated as mostly I do not
know where to deposit my Archive but eventually today it was sunny and we went to babysit Pepjin and Wis. I got to seat on the sunny terrace and decided myself not to eat up our garden with
my miniature cathedral, that should stay Virtual. I will rather work on the cube idea to position on top of a shelter. In this shelter I will keep my gardening tools and the garden itself will be a
field where I will simply cultivate, mostly in the summer season then. With the kids and this idea in mind we went first to a park nearby and then all the way to the city center. I had Peppino in
my shoulders and we had fun together. At my tai-chi park we met Myrthe's friends celebrating the birthday of one of the kids and now we are back. I really got a taste back for kids, particularly
holding sweet little Wis in my arms.

Yesterday it was sunny and nice to hang out with the kiddies after I was out myself for some tai-chi by the water. At noon I took two bikes and went down to the mosque to meet with Jason.
After loosing his curator job he was much more relaxed and we really enjoyed having a small pic nic and then biking randomly through the Dutch countryside reaching places he had never seen
and I was making him discover for the first time. Back home with Myrthe I bought a chicken and we ate all together but at night there was a storm and Myrthe and I argued about her brother and
father who find my idea of building a deposit for my project in the backyard undoable. 

Yesterday I spent the day entirely working in front of the computer, first in the apartment and then at the library keeping up the writing of an article. Walking to throw trash to a recyclable station
I got the intuition that perhaps I shall make of all my case-study in the back of our future house simply a boat where each project should be fitted inside a cube of 120 by 120 centimeters. In the
evening I cooked spaghetti for Myrthe who told her room mate Anne to soon move out.

Yesterday the day was quite plain again; I updated my project while standing and then went shortly to the park to do my tai-chi. Later I ate a salad and went to the library to try to work on my
thesis and think about my case study once more. In the evening Myrthe and I went to buy me a suit for the wedding of her friend. At night Hanneke ate with us a Belgian salad made by Myrthe.

Yesterday I felt deteriorating and spent the morning updating my project and creating a collage to comment about the naive acceptance with which Europe is being over run by immigrants. I felt
like publishing it on Facebook but then decided not to. In the afternoon I bought a watch to measure my heart rate and run freely through the city. I did so first alone and then with Myrthe. I also
got a great intuition of shrinking of a third the printed outcome of my project which now will allow me to stow everything within a four by four meters cube.

Yesterday the day was gray and I wasted a lot of time on the internet eventually watching a Mauro Corona interview. I am reading his book and learning a lot about tree and thought it nice to
hear him in person. His life in the mountains really inspired me and I found the courage to inquire about the stable. I called the Swiss man and he was about for business again so it might work
out or maybe not, depending if I find the money. Later I went to write a bit on my thesis in the library and met Myrthe to buy a few more clothes for the wedding. She actually left to attend the
initial wedding ceremony while I stayed home making a lot of phone calls to arrange a room for me in August's old apartment and so on. I also got to talk to Gary Wolf and his wife in San
Francisco. They want to help me producing the upcoming show in Amsterdam and I got immediately into writing a booklet introducing each artists with anecdotes on how we met.

Yesterday it was another rainy day but a charming one with Myrthe also at home. She was sad though as she did not get enough loan to buy the Culemborg house but I reassured her that we will
figure something out. Meantime I kept working on the booklet for the Quantified Self exhibit and even went to see the actual space later in Amsterdam. It was rainy and back in Utrecht Myrthe
and I went to her brother for some pancakes and to fetch the bike wrench I will need for my upcoming trip to Sweden.

Yesterday Myrthe and I woke up at her mother's place in Breda and we got to a supermarket to get the ingredients for an English breakfast. It was quite filling and by the time we ate it her
mother came home and we went for a walk in the nice sandy forest. It was refreshing but then we ended up in a second hand market which was a bit overwhelming. As Elli was quite moody in
the end we took the train home and I felt like going for a run with my new heart rate tracking watch. It was rainy and when I got home I started packing for my trip to Sweden.

Yesterday sweet Myrthe helped me to carry all my stuff to the car parked on the other side of the city. It was quite early still but nonetheless it took me a whole day to drive through the
Netherlands, Germany and Denmark. I did not like Germany too much as it was again too hot and trafficked although I did find some time to update my project and answer a few e-mails. At
night I arrived at Jacek's place and we had a nice pizza together in the ghost town.

Yesterday I drove to August and met Violet, the South Korean girl who wishes to rent the main room in Liselott's apartment. We got along together and discussed possibilities and price. August
finished school early so we took a nice walk together by the lake and then to the supermarket in Mörby. We had a lot to talk about although I was quite taken by all the incredible support that
illegal immigrants are now getting all over Europe. At home I cooked some corn and then took August to karate where I enjoyed watching him fighting like a lion. In the evening I was a bit
stressed for a catalogue I made for the upcoming Amsterdam show but Gary and Christa decided not to go for it.




